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How small is
nanoscale?



Keyword = nanoscale
✓ nanometer = 10-9 m = 0.000000001 m

…and can we „see” it? 



it is all about the resolution

In light microscopy



it is all about the resolution

In light microscopy

but 
…

max resolution
≠ 

max magnification



it is all about the resolution

In light microscopy

Magnification
=

magnification of the objective

x

magnification by the eyepiece



it is all about the resolution

… 

In light microscopy

Resolution up to 200 nm

Magnification around 1500 x



it is all about the wavelenght

In light microscopy

Resolution up to 200 nm

Magnification around 1500 x

dual properties of light:

behaves both as a particle and as a wave



In light microscopy

half of the minimum wavelenght of visible light cannot
be resolved by the light microscope

Resolution up to 200 nm

Magnification around 1500 x

it is all about the wavelenght



In light microscopy

Structures that are close or overlap can’t be seen in detail

…unless the wavelenght is short enough



How do we see
nanoscale?



How do we see
nanoscale?

…use the wavelenght that is short enough



high vacuum environment and conductive
samples are ideal for imaging

biological samples must be fixed, dried
and/or coated

In electron microscopy
use X ray emmision energy instead of photons

electron bombardment energy is released as an X-ray emmision

λ (e-) = 0.017 nm = 5 keV
= resolution up to 1 nm, magnification up to 500.000 x

…use the wavelenght that is short enough



… lower we go









Can we see soft tissues, or even live cells on the nanoscale? 



SEM/TEM

Samples Conductive

Magnification 2 dimensional

Environment Vacuum

Resolution 0.2 nm (TEM) 5 nm (FE-SEM)

SEM / TEM vs. AFM

AFM

Insulating / Conductive

3 dimenzional

Vacuum / air / liquid

0.2 nm

+ non destructive
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Base 

Piesoelectric
scanner

Head

sample

Carrier of
the probe

Atomic force microscope @



In liquidOn air

Sample in the native form



10-2 N/m ≤ kc ≤ 102 N/m

Si, SiO2 or Si3N4



Work principle oscilations of an cantilever

are measured by the laser and recorded on the

photodetector



Work principle oscilations of an cantilever are measured by

the laser and recorded on the photodetector

2.221 nm (0.5 – 2.783 nm, n= 647)
Ra = 0,79933 +/- 0,02346 nm
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Tapping mode

Topography - height Amplitude – error
(deflection of the cantilever)

Phase – lag
(difference in heterogenous sampes)
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Contact mode

Visualization:



coated with 1mM stearic acid

Pure legure
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Protection from corrosion
of copper- nickel legures by stearic acid

Hajdari et al. J. Electrochem. Soc. 2016 vol. 163 no. 5 C145-C155
µm



Hajdari et al. J. Electrochem. Soc. 2016, 14, C937-C944

Protection from corrosion
of copper- nickel legures by stearic acid

Thickness of
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Hajdari et al. J. Electrochem. Soc. 2016, 14, C937-C944

Cross section (a) represents impact of
corrosion by 3 % sodium chloride on the legure 

coated with 1 mM of stearic acid before (b) 
and after (c) the corossion

Protection from corrosion
of copper- nickel legures by stearic acid
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Controlled aggregation of the silica nanoparticles by

selective removal of TPA+ ions from the nanoparticle shell
core(amorphous silica)@shell(TPA+-polysilicates) nanoparticles

above crytical
aggregation

concentration
(CAC) 

= 
single (individual) 

nanoparticles (NPs)

oligomer
shell

Bosnar et al. Inorg. Chem. Front. 2019, 6, 1639-1653



Bosnar et al. Inorg. Chem. Front. 2019, 6, 1639-1653

below CAC 
= formation of the population of sub-micrometre sized 

particles composed od discrete NPs

Controlled aggregation of the silica nanoparticles by

selective removal of TPA+ ions from the nanoparticle shell



Enhanced Protection of Biological Membranes during

Lipid Peroxidation: Study of the Interactions between Flavonoid Loaded 
Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles and Model Cell Membranes

Mandić et al. Int. J. Mol. SCI. 2019, 20, 2709

AFM amplitude image AFM 2D height image

Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles

SEM image



Enhanced Protection of Biological Membranes during

Lipid Peroxidation: Study of the Interactions between Flavonoid Loaded 
Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles and Model Cell Membranes

Mandić et al. Int. J. Mol. SCI. 2019, 20, 2709

Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles + 
flavonoids

- phase image indicates the differences of
the surface properties

AFM phase imageSEM image
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Cuttlebone from the Sepia officinalis
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Pinna nobilis nacre
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AFM image of E. coli untreated (Control) and 
exposed to copper ions leached in water at 1, 2 & 
3 h: (a) topography, (b) amplitude, (c) phase, (d) 
3D  topography and (e) cross section images.
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Basic AFM:

Advanced  AFM:



Bruker image gallery

thermal magnetic

electrical

Raman

Stretching

microrheology

nanolithography



a single molecule technique that allows the real-time study of molecular interactions

• Nanoindentation experiments

•Analysis of adhesion forces of single macromolecules

•Protein (un)folding and receptor-
ligand interactions

•Elastic response or melting of DNA

•Single molecule mechanical properties:
•muscle proteins
• synthetic biopolymers…

•Localization of binding of small molecules on proteins (e.g. inhibitors on membrane proteins)

Force spectroscopy 



Correlative atomic force microscopy quantitative imaging-laser scanning confocal 
microscopy (AFM-QI-LSCM) 
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Simultaneous imaging of living mammalian cells responding to the herbicide in situ, with the continuous

monitoring of morphology, surface ultrastructure, mechanical properties, adhesion and tracking

multiple fluorescently tagged molecules in real time.



JPK image gallery

Live yeast cells in the buffer solution

3D topography (z-range 5 µm)

Adhesion (range 220pN)

Elasticity (range 1.6MPa)



JPK image gallery

Substructure of the Herpes simplex virus capsid imaged in liquid

Height image Elasticity map Height image in 3D

Substructure of the virus (z range 100 nm)

Capsid of genetically modified Tomato Bushy Stunt Virus

Height and adhesion image – orientation of the subunits



AFM showing 
15
scan topography images 
using
feedback correction signal images 
highlight the surface membrane 
features, particularly in the zoomed 
image. 
center of the cell, with membrane 
ruffles at the cell boundary.

JPK image gallery

Living Vero cells in cell culture 
medium at 37°C in PetriDishHeater™

630µm

4
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0
µ
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height range 5μm

Microvilli dominate the center of the cell, with membrane ruffles at the cell boundary.

(height range 2μm) 



DNA

JPK image gallery + Pyne et al. 2014.Small, 10; 3257–3261. JPK image gallery

Vector DNA on poly lornithine covered mica subrstrate
measured in liquid + cross section of the marked region. 

QI mode, 90x90 nm, z range 2 nm

purine
pyrimidine



AFM and fluorescence image of Alexa555 labeled Rad51 proteins bound to DNA. Rad51 
assembles into filaments along double stranded DNA, which can be seen in the 3D plot 
of the 700 nm topography image.

JPK image gallery, Modesti group CBRS Marseille



Particles (labeled in green, size: 100nm) were imaged with confocal microscopy. Afterwards 
the AFM images were performed. Nanoparticles are on top of the cell and not 

inside. DirectOverlay™ feature was used for perfect optical integration.

JPK image gallery

Confocal microscope (LSCM) ?! = By having a confocal pinhole, the microscope is really efficient at rejecting out of focus fluorescent 

light. The practical effect of this is that your image comes from a thin section of your sample with a small depth of field. By scanning many 

thin sections through sample, you can build up a very clean 3D image of the sample. 



Kimse et al J.Cell.Sci. 124:1857-1866 (20011) JPK image gallery

In vitro collagen – parallel strains  
(height range 12 nm)

In vitro collagen + melanoma cells
(red on confocal image)

500 nm



Corresponding QI 
Young‘s modulus image (z 

range 100kPa).

JPK image gallery

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy is 

one of the techniques that make up super-resolution 

microscopy. It creates super-resolution images by the 

selective deactivation of fluorophores, minimizing the 

area of illumination at the focal point, and thus 
enhancing the achievable resolution for a given system

living A549 cells imaged at 37°C in medium

AFM QI topography image 
at 240pN imaging force 
(height range 3.5μm).

STED image of microtubules labelled 
with silicon rhodamine, overlayed with 

AFM topography.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super-resolution_microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super-resolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorophore


Correlative atomic force microscopy quantitative imaging-laser scanning 
confocal microscopy quantifies the impact of stressors on live cells in real-time

Bhat et al Sci. Rep. 8, 2018, 8305. 

Height images (A,C,E,G and I) clearly show various stages of septum formation and separation of 
daughter cells, whereas QI maps (B,D,F,H and J) probe changes to surface elasticity. 

FM-QI time lapse images showing topography 
and Young’s moduli during cell division. 

Elasticity was unaltered during cell division



from the old … 

… to the new



Jembrek et al. PLoS One 2018, 13, e0200119

AFM reveals new biophysical markers for monitoring 

subcellular changes in oxidative injury: 

Control – fixed neuron cell – P19

Neuroprotective effects of flavonoids at the nanoscale



3

H2O2 treated neurons

Jembrek et al. PLoS One 2018, 13, e0200119

Control
fixed neuron cell

The stiffness (considered as the absence of the cell elasticity) of H202-treated neurons 
was markedly increased and then reduced almost to half in the presence of quercetin.

3

H2O2 + flavonoid
treated neurons

3

AFM reveals new biophysical markers for monitoring 

subcellular changes in oxidative injury: 



True atomic resolution image of mica in 
liquid. The hexagonal unit cell is clearly 

resolved

1 nm

Crystal structure 

Thank you for your attention

Human lymphocite
chromosomes

Basteria S layer (QI) E.coli cell division OmpF protein 
crystal

Desulfobulbus
bacterial cell

Living Candida
albicans

Bacteriorhodopsin
membrane

Living
Cyanobacterium

Human dental 
enamel

Tendon tissue Pea starch granules High resolution
imaging on sperm

Ceramic material
for cell growth

Moth wing scale Human hair Twisted amyloid
fibrils

PTFE /TeflonTM

layer

Cystalline
polyethylene at -

120°C 

Elastomeric
polypropylene

Polystyrene surface
with holes

Melting of a thin
film of polystrene

Pentacene layers Streching of plastic
Parafilm slide

Streching of plastic
film
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